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The significance and nature of ion kinetic effects in D3He-filled, shock-driven inertial confinement

fusion implosions are assessed through measurements of fusion burn profiles. Over this series of

experiments, the ratio of ion-ion mean free path to minimum shell radius (the Knudsen number,

NK) was varied from 0.3 to 9 in order to probe hydrodynamic-like to strongly kinetic plasma

conditions; as the Knudsen number increased, hydrodynamic models increasingly failed to match

measured yields, while an empirically-tuned, first-step model of ion kinetic effects better captured

the observed yield trends [Rosenberg et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 112, 185001 (2014)]. Here, spatially

resolved measurements of the fusion burn are used to examine kinetic ion transport effects in

greater detail, adding an additional dimension of understanding that goes beyond zero-dimensional

integrated quantities to one-dimensional profiles. In agreement with the previous findings, a com-

parison of measured and simulated burn profiles shows that models including ion transport effects

are able to better match the experimental results. In implosions characterized by large Knudsen

numbers (NK� 3), the fusion burn profiles predicted by hydrodynamics simulations that exclude

ion mean free path effects are peaked far from the origin, in stark disagreement with the experimen-

tally observed profiles, which are centrally peaked. In contrast, a hydrodynamics simulation that

includes a model of ion diffusion is able to qualitatively match the measured profile shapes.

Therefore, ion diffusion or diffusion-like processes are identified as a plausible explanation of the

observed trends, though further refinement of the models is needed for a more complete and

quantitative understanding of ion kinetic effects. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4921935]

I. INTRODUCTION

The converging shock phase of hot-spot inertial

confinement fusion (ICF) implosions1 is characterized by

high temperatures (Ti> 5 keV) and moderate densities

(ni� 1022 cm�3), so that the ion—ion mean free path

becomes long relative to relevant length scales, such as the

radius of the converging shock or shell. Under these condi-

tions, a hydrodynamic description of the plasma as a

Maxwellian fluid with relatively gentle gradients becomes

invalid and ion kinetic effects become significant.

Shock-driven exploding-pusher implosions2–5 are an

ideal platform to isolate and probe ion kinetic and multiple-

ion-fluid effects in ICF implosions,6,7 as the bulk of fusion

reactions (and diagnosis of implosion conditions) occurs

when the plasma is at kinetic-like conditions. Previous

experimental and theoretical work has explored deviations

from hydrodynamic behavior in ICF implosions. Yield

anomalies observed in mixed-fuel implosions such as D3He,8

DT,9 and DT3He (Ref. 10) have been partially explained by

multiple-ion models that include barodiffusion, electrodiffu-

sion, and thermodiffusion.11–14 Models allowing for

Knudsen-layer losses of suprathermal ions and a deviation

from Maxwellian ion distributions15,16 have produced better

agreement with the results of shock-driven implosions, and

kinetic simulations have been found to predict weaker shock-

front gradients and shock-induced fusion yields than in

hydrodynamic simulations,17,18 in better agreement with ex-

perimental results. Shock-driven implosion experiments have

also demonstrated enhanced diffusion of fuel and shell ions

and multiple-ion effects under kinetic-like conditions.7,19

Recently, a series of shock-driven implosions showed

the breakdown of hydrodynamic models and the impact of

ion kinetic effects on implosion performance for large ion-

ion mean free path (kii) or Knudsen number (NK� kii/Rshell,
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the ratio of ion-ion mean free path to the minimum shell

radius).6 These experiments effectively spanned the regimes

of hydrodynamic-like (NK< 1) to strongly kinetic (NK> 1)

plasma conditions. The trend of measured yields relative to

hydrodynamically simulated yields with respect to Knudsen

number in these experiments on the OMEGA laser facility,20

as well as in other exploding pusher experiments at the

National Ignition Facility (NIF),21 previously shown in

Ref. 22, is presented for background in Figure 1. Overall,

these different experiments illustrate how ion kinetic effects

start to become significant in implosions with NK � 0.1.

Over the range of the OMEGA experiments (0.3 � NK � 9),

the ratio of measured DD fusion yields (see Eq. (1)) to the

yields predicted by radiation-hydrodynamics simulations is a

strongly decreasing function of the Knudsen number. These

results signify the increasing impact of ion kinetic effects on

implosion performance with longer ion mean free paths.

To investigate in greater depth the ion kinetic physics

that becomes significant at high NK, this work presents meas-

urements of spatially resolved fusion burn profiles in these

OMEGA shock-driven implosion experiments. The meas-

ured burn profiles are compared to the predictions of purely

hydrodynamic models and hydrodynamic models that have

been modified to account for some ion transport effects. As

these long-mean-free-path effects are the result of kinetic

spatial transport mechanisms for either thermal or suprather-

mal ions, spatially resolved measurements are able to more

directly assess the nature and magnitude of these kinetic

processes. It is shown that for hydrodynamic-like fuel condi-

tions, purely hydrodynamic models reasonably capture the

burn profile shape, but for strongly kinetic fuel conditions,

hydrodynamics-generated burn profiles qualitatively agree

with measurements only with a modification of ion transport

effects, such as the inclusion of ion diffusion. Though further

refinement of the models is required to produce better quanti-

tative agreement with the data, these results provide addi-

tional and more specific evidence, in support of previous

findings, on the importance of kinetic ion transport processes

under long mean-free-path conditions, which are prevalent

during the shock convergence phase of ICF implosions.

This paper is organized as follows: the experimental

setup, including capsule and laser parameters, and the spatial

burn profile measurement technique are discussed in Sec. II;

the mainline and ion-transport-modified hydrodynamics

models used to simulate the implosions are described in

Sec. III; experimental burn profile data are presented in

Sec. IV; the physics implications of the results inferred

through a comparison to various models, as well as future

work, are discussed in Sec. V; and concluding remarks are

presented in Sec. VI.

II. EXPERIMENTS

As has been described previously,6 a series of thin-

glass-shell implosions were performed on the OMEGA laser

facility20 to study ion kinetic effects. The SiO2 capsules had

an outer diameter of 860 6 12 lm and a wall thickness of

2.3 6 0.1 lm and were filled with a variety of fill densities of

equimolar D3He gas, ranging from 0.14 to 3.1 mg/cm3. The

capsules were imploded by 59 or 60 nominally symmetri-

cally pointed beams, delivering 14.6 kJ in a 0.6-ns pulse. In

these experiments, rapid laser absorption in the thin SiO2

ablator causes a strong, spherically converging shock to be

launched into the gas with a resulting Mach number of

M� 15. After the shock rebounds at the origin, DD and

D3He fusion reactions occur along and behind the rebound-

ing shock trajectory. For decreasing initial gas density, the

Maxwellian-average mean free path for ion-ion collisions

around nuclear bang time varied from �40 lm, in a regime

that may be more reasonably described by hydrodynamics

(NK� 0.3), to�800 lm, in a regime that is strongly kinetic

(NK� 9).

Nuclear diagnostics, including the use of fusion burn

imaging, were used to determine implosion conditions and,

through comparison to model predictions, assess the impact

of ion mean free path effects. The fusion burn profile meas-

urements utilized both protons from DD reactions

Dþ D! Tð1:01 MeVÞ þ pð3:02 MeVÞ; (1)

and protons from D3He reactions

Dþ3He! að3:6 MeVÞ þ pð14:7 MeVÞ: (2)

The experimental setup for fusion burn profile measurements

using the penumbral imaging technique of the Proton Core

Imaging System (PCIS)27–29 is shown in Figure 2. Two

pieces of CR-39 were used to detect protons: the front piece,

filtered by 5 lm Ta and 12.5 lm Al, was used to detect DD

protons; the second piece, additionally filtered by �1100 lm

of CR-39 (the first piece) and 400 lm Al, was used to detect

FIG. 1. Ratio of measured DD fusion yields to hydrodynamics-simulated

yields (yield over clean, YOC) as a function of the Knudsen number (NK)

for an indirect-drive exploding pusher on NIF (red diamond),23 three polar-

direct-drive (PDD)24 exploding pushers on NIF,22 and direct-drive exploding

pushers on OMEGA (green circles).6 Fusion burn profile measurements of

the OMEGA experiments are described herein. Filled markers represent

D3He-filled implosions, while open markers denote D2-filled implosions.

Though the drive conditions are quite different, these experiments show a

unified picture of the increasing impact of ion kinetic effects as a function of

increasing Knudsen number for NK � 0.1. A band centered around NK¼ 0.5

shows the approximate Knudsen number at the center of a NIF ignition-

relevant indirect-drive implosion25 or a NIF polar-direct-drive implosion24

immediately after shock convergence, while a band centered around NK¼ 2

shows the approximate Knudsen number after shock convergence at the cen-

ter of a cryogenic layered implosion on OMEGA.26 This data were origi-

nally presented in Ref. 22. Reproduced with permission from Phys. Plasmas

21, 122712 (2014).
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D3He protons.30 Raw proton fluence images, an example of

which is shown on the right side of Figure 2, are analyzed to

infer time-integrated profiles of fusion emission.

The penumbral images can be used to study the two

dimensional surface brightness of proton emission in the im-

plosion (Ref. 27 and other work to be published). Here another

approach is taken,27,29 assuming that the implosion is spheri-

cally symmetric and studying the burn-averaged, radial profile

of reactions per unit volume, S(r), in the implosion. A three-

parameter family of source functions is used, as described in

Appendix A. As shown in Figure 3, the shape of the profile is

defined by a single “peakedness” parameter p, which is posi-

tive for centrally peaked profiles, equal to 0 for flat profiles,

and negative for hollow profiles. The size of the burn region is

defined by a parameter R50, which is the median burn radius

(containing 50% of the total reaction yield). The total burn-

averaged yield depends on a multiplier S0. This 1D simplifica-

tion is a reasonable assumption for the symmetrically illumi-

nated shock-driven implosions of interest here, which are not

generally susceptible to 2D and 3D hydrodynamic effects.7

It will be shown below that the measured burn profiles

exhibit centrally peaked behavior, in contrast to mainline

hydrodynamic models (excluding ion diffusive effects) of

implosions with low initial gas density and long ion mean

free paths, which predict hollow burn profiles.

III. MODELS

Several different models have been used to understand

burn profile measurements and to infer the significance of

ion kinetic effects, including purely hydrodynamic models as

well as models that attempt to account for ion transport

effects such as diffusion.

Radiation-hydrodynamics simulations were performed

using the 1D Lagrangian code DUED,32,33 which includes

flux-limited electron thermal transport with a flux limiter of

f¼ 0.07, multigroup radiative diffusion, and non-LTE opac-

ities. Laser absorption is modeled by inverse bremsstrahlung,

with laser refraction such that the simulated absorbed laser

fraction matches measurements by full aperture backscatter

stations (FABS).34 An ion viscosity model is included, which

mitigates a (non-physical) temperature spike at the origin at

shock convergence in a 1D model. The ion viscosity flux

limiter (vfl) is varied in different simulations, but is typically

set at vfl¼ 1. The model also accounts for ion thermal con-

duction. As an example, the DUED simulation of an implosion

with 1.1 mg/cm3 D3He is shown in Figure 4. Lagrangian

mass-element trajectories as a function of time (Figure 4(a))

show a rapidly converging shock, which rebounds at the cen-

ter of the implosion. The burn occurs near the end of the

laser pulse (Figure 4(b)), with the timing of the DD-n reac-

tion history as measured by the neutron temporal diagnostic

(NTD)35 in fairly good agreement with the DUED prediction.

For comparison to PCIS data, simulated spatial burn profiles

are time-integrated over the duration of the reaction history.

Radiation-hydrodynamics simulations were also per-

formed using the 1D LASNEX code,36 including inverse brems-

strahlung absorption, multigroup radiative diffusion, and flux-

limited electron thermal transport with a flux limiter of 0.071.

As in DUED, physical ion viscosity was used. To account for

ion transport effects that are expected to be significant in

these implosions, some LASNEX simulations were also run with

a model of classical ion diffusion included,37 which models

diffusion of D, 3He, Si, and O ions across the D3He fuel/SiO2

shell interface. The comparison of experimental burn profiles

with LASNEX simulations excluding and including ion diffu-

sion, which provides strong evidence of the significance of

ion transport effects, will be discussed in Sec. V.

Additional radiation-hydrodynamics simulations were

performed using the 1D HYADES code,38 which includes

multigroup radiative diffusion, flux-limited electron thermal

FIG. 2. Experimental setup for penumbral fusion burn imaging using the

Proton Core Imaging System (PCIS), for an implosion with 1.1 mg/cm3

D3He. DD-p and D3He-p are detected on separate pieces of CR-39, though

only a D3He-p image is shown. The penumbra are analyzed to infer profiles

of proton emission. While in this diagram a horizontal lineout is depicted, in

analysis the penumbra is azimuthally averaged around the image and is

much smoother than what is shown here.

FIG. 3. Family of curves for (a) local fusion emissivity, based on different values of the peakedness parameter p, for analysis of PCIS data.31 While emissivity is the

preferred and more physically intuitive quantity and is more directly calculated in the PCIS analysis, some simulations give instead surface brightness (the line-of-

sight integral of the radial emissivity profile) for comparison to the experimental data. The corresponding family of surface brightness profiles is illustrated in (b).
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transport with a flux limiter of f¼ 0.07, and inverse brems-

strahlung laser absorption, with the total absorption fraction

set by the full aperture backcsatter stations (FABS)34 meas-

urements of 0.58 on these experiments. Though these

HYADES simulations did not include either ion viscosity or

ion diffusion, they serve as a useful benchmark for compari-

son to other hydrodynamic models and to the experimental

data.

A first step implementation of ion kinetic effects into a

mainline ICF code, the reduced ion-kinetic (RIK) model39 has

also generated predicted burn profile results for comparison to

experimental data. This simulation technique incorporates

reduced models of ion kinetic effects in a 1D fluid-based radi-

ation-hydrodynamic code, to represent the effects of kinetic

transport of ion mass, momentum, and thermal energy, and

reduction in fusion reactivity owing to modified ion-

distribution tails when kii�Rshell.
16,40,41 As was described in

Ref. 6, model parameters were constrained by the measured

DD and D3He yields, DD-burn-averaged Ti, DD bang time,

and the laser absorption fraction. The code uses multigroup

radiation diffusion, flux-limited electron thermal diffusion

(f¼ 0.06), and laser energy propagation via geometric ray

tracing and deposition by inverse bremsstrahlung, with laser

deposition inferred from the observed bang time and absorp-

tion fraction.

By comparing the measured fusion burn profiles to the

predicted burn profiles of pure hydrodynamic models and

hydrodynamic models that include ion transport effects,

evidence of the impact and magnitude of kinetic or ion mean

free path effects is inferred. The impact of different model-

ing options on the simulated results is summarized in Table I

and is illustrated and discussed in more detail in Sec. V and

Appendix B.

IV. RESULTS

Spatially resolved measurements of DD-p and D3He-p

emission have been obtained over the range of initial gas den-

sities. Radial burn profiles for both DD and D3He reactions, at

an initial gas density of 3.1 mg/cm3, in the hydrodynamic-like

regime (NK� 0.3), and at an initial gas density of 0.4 mg/cm3,

in the kinetic regime (NK� 3), are shown in Figure 5. These

profiles are inferred by a forward fit to measurements of the

radial derivative of proton fluence in the PCIS images, which

are shown in Appendix A. Across the range of initial gas den-

sities sampled in these experiments, including the examples

shown in Figure 5, both fusion-product measurements show

centrally peaked burn profiles. The shape parameter varied

only slightly, and fell within the sub-Gaussian range for all

implosions: pDD¼ 1.54 6 0.98 and pD3He¼ 1.48 6 0.28 at

0.4 mg/cm3, while pDD¼ 1.93 6 0.87 and pD3He¼ 1.61 6 0.49

at 3.1 mg/cm3. Though the shape uncertainty is somewhat

large, the allowed solutions all fall within the range of cen-

trally peaked profiles (p> 1). Later, it will be shown that for

low-initial-gas-density implosions, hydrodynamic models

without ion diffusion or flux-limited ion viscosity predict burn

FIG. 4. (a) Lagrangian mass-element trajectories and DD fusion reaction rate

per unit volume in 1D DUED simulations of an implosion with 1.1 mg/cm3

D3He, originally presented in Ref. 6. (b) The DUED-predicted DD burn history

(green dashed) compared to the measured burn history (green solid) and the

incident laser power (blue solid). (a) is reproduced with permission from

Phys. Rev. Lett. 112, 185001 (2014).

TABLE I. Modeling options, specifically the treatment of ion viscosity and ion diffusion—and their impact—in LASNEX, DUED, HYADES, and RIK simulations.

When physical ion viscosity is implemented, the value of the viscosity flux limiter (vfl) is specified.

Ion viscosity Ion diffusion

Code Treatment Effect Treatment Effect

LASNEX Artificial and

physical (vfl¼ 1)

Hollow profiles at low

initial gas density

Classical37 Recovers centrally peaked profiles, reduces yield

(too much) in low-density implosions

DUED Artificial and

physical (vfl¼ 1

but is varied)

Hollow profiles for vfl¼ 1,

centrally peaked for lower vfl;

yield unaffected

None —–

HYADES Artificial only Flat profiles at low density,

sharply peaked profiles at high density

None —–

RIK Artificial only Anecdotally, inclusion of physical

ion viscosity has minimal impact on yield

Classical37

Knudsen layer40

Recovers experimental yields,

but burn radii too small
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profiles of a qualitatively different shape, in stark disagree-

ment with the measurements.

The measured burn profile size is well constrained,

with R50,DD¼ 77.3 6 8.1 lm and R50,D3He¼ 50.0 6 1.9 lm at

0.4 mg/cm3 and R50,DD¼ 113.6 6 13.0 lm and R50,D3He

¼ 74.4 6 3.8 lm at 3.1 mg/cm3. The measured DD-p and

D3He-p burn profile sizes (R50) as a function of initial gas

density are summarized in Figure 6. Both reactions show a

trend of increasing burn radius with increasing gas density.

This trend possibly reflects a weak trend of decreasing shell

convergence with increasing gas density—as reactions occur

along and behind the rebound trajectory of the shock before

it runs into the shell—and likely also a trend of stronger ion

kinetic effects (e.g., ion diffusion and Knudsen layer effects)

preferentially reducing burn near the fuel-shell interface at

lower initial gas densities. Additionally, the data in Figure 6

show a fairly persistent differential between the DD and D3He

burn radii, widening slightly from DR50 � R50;DD � R50;D3He

¼ 20:568:3 lm at 0.14 mg/cm3 to DR50¼ 39.2 6 13.5 lm at

3.1 mg/cm3. This differential in the higher-density implosions

is likely indicative of ion temperature gradients, which give

rise to differences between D3He and DD reaction profiles

due to the different temperature sensitivities of the two reac-

tions (D3He being more strongly weighted by the hotter

regions of the fuel). In lower-density implosions, for which

purely hydrodynamic codes predict DR50� 0, the persistence

of a differential between burn radii could be a signature of ion

diffusion or other kinetic ion transport effects, which are

expected to be quite significant in this NK> 1 plasma and

which allow for deuterium ions to be transported farther from

the center of the implosion than 3He ions. These ion species

separation effects19 may also contribute to DR50 in the higher-

density implosions.

V. DISCUSSION: COMPARISON TO SIMULATIONS

To assess the impact of ion mean free path effects,

measured burn profile results have been compared to the

predictions of hydrodynamic simulations excluding and

including some of the effects that are likely to be significant,

in particular ion diffusion.

The comparison of measured burn profile data to LASNEX

simulations illustrates the significance of ion diffusion (or

physical processes similar to diffusion) under long-kii, high-

NK conditions. Figure 7 shows measured profiles of the sur-

face brightness of proton emission in comparison to profiles

of surface brightness predicted by pure-hydro LASNEX simula-

tions and by LASNEX simulations that include classical ion

diffusion.37 As was shown in Figure 5, the measured emis-

sion profiles are centrally-peaked over the entire range of

initial gas densities. In contrast, the purely hydrodynamic

LASNEX simulations show centrally peaked surface brightness

profiles only at high initial gas densities (3.1 mg/cm3); at low

initial gas densities (0.4 mg/cm3) the surface brightness pro-

file is peaked far from the center, with most of the fusion

reactions occurring in a thin region of burn close to the fuel-

FIG. 5. Measured profiles of fusion

emissivity for (a)-(b) DD-p (blue) and

(c)-(d) D3He-p (red) in shock-driven

implosions filled with (a),(c) 0.4 mg/

cm3 D3He gas, in the kinetic regime,

and (b),(d) 3.1 mg/cm3 D3He gas, in

the hydrodynamic-like regime. The

solid lines represent the best fit, while

the dotted lines represent uncertainty

bounds. Burn profiles are centrally

peaked for both reactions at both low

and high initial gas density. The radii

containing 50% of fusion reactions,

R50, are indicated.

FIG. 6. Measured DD-p (blue circles) and D3He-p (red squares) burn radii

(characterized in terms of R50) as a function of initial gas density.
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shell interface. The shape of the hydro-only LASNEX profiles

at 0.4 mg/cm3 is most similar to the p¼�1 or p¼�3 curves

shown in Figure 3(b). This value is strongly inconsistent

with the measured p� 1.5 at 0.4 mg/cm3. In this low-density,

NK� 3 case, the inclusion of ion diffusion in LASNEX causes a

significant change in the simulated surface brightness profile

shape, producing a centrally peaked profile qualitatively sim-

ilar to what is observed experimentally. In this case, ion

diffusion across the fuel-shell interface also drastically

reduces (by a factor of �30) the overall predicted yields, and

preferentially reduces the number of reactions near the shell.

The D and 3He ions, which have mean free paths in the

D3He fuel of 460 lm and 140 lm, respectively, readily

escape the fuel region (of radius 90 lm) and penetrate into

the shell, where fusion reactions are largely suppressed. The

fuel ions have mean free paths in the SiO2 shell of order

10–20 lm, indicating that they traverse a fair distance

beyond the fuel-shell interface. In the high-density, NK� 0.3

case, ion diffusion has only a modest impact on the reaction

profiles: the surface brightness profile shapes are only mini-

mally altered, and the magnitude of the profiles does not

change significantly. This result too makes sense, based on

ion mean free paths within the fuel of only 80 lm for D and

25 lm for 3He (compared to the fuel radius of 130 lm), and

FIG. 7. Profiles of surface brightness

of (a)-(b) DD-proton (blue) and (c)-(d)

D3He-proton (red) emission in LASNEX

simulations and the measured data

(thick solid lines), for implosions with

initial gas densities of 0.4 mg/cm3

(left) and 3.1 mg/cm3 (right). LASNEX

simulations have been performed ei-

ther with pure hydrodynamics (thin

solid lines) or with ion diffusion

included (thick dashed lines). In (a)

and (c) the hydro only LASNEX values

have been reduced by a factor of 30 so

that they appear on the same scale as

the other curves. The measured surface

brightness profiles correspond to the

emissivity profiles shown in Figure 5.

At low initial gas density (long ion

mean free path, NK� 3), ion diffusion

is able to capture the shape of the

measured surface brightness profile.

FIG. 8. DUED-simulated fusion emis-

sion profiles of (a)-(b) DD-p (blue) and

(c)-(d) D3He-p (red), for implosions

with initial gas densities of 0.4 mg/cm3

(left) and 3.1 mg/cm3 (right). These

profiles can be directly compared to

the measured emissivity profiles shown

in Figure 5. The modeling of ion vis-

cosity was varied, from only artificial

viscosity to models that include also

physical ion viscosity with different

values of the viscosity flux limiter

(vfl). A viscosity flux limiter of 0.25

produces the best agreement with the

experimental data.
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ion mean free path of fuel ions within the shell of only

5–10 lm.

DUED-simulated profiles of fusion emission for both DD-

p and D3He-p provide additional evidence of how ion trans-

port effects, in this case manifest as a reduction of ion viscos-

ity, can plausibly explain the experimentally measured burn

profile shapes. DD-p and D3He-p emission profiles predicted

by DUED, using different implementations of ion viscosity, are

shown in Figure 8 for experiments at 0.4 mg/cm3 and 3.1 mg/

cm3 initial gas density. Artificial (Schulz) viscosity42 is used

in all simulations, and in most simulations, real ion viscosity

is included as well, with different values of the ion viscosity

flux limiters (vfl) in different simulations. At 3.1 mg/cm3, the

simulations with only artificial viscosity show very sharply

peaked profiles. The inclusion of ion viscosity reduces the

number of reactions near the center of the implosion, so that

with full ion viscosity (vfl¼ 1) the profiles are no longer cen-

trally peaked. At 0.4 mg/cm3, a similar trend is observed,

where a viscosity flux limiter of vfl¼ 1 produces reaction

profiles peaked far from the center, similar to what is pre-

dicted by LASNEX without ion diffusion (Figure 7(a)). A vis-

cosity flux limiter of vfl¼ 0.25 instead produces profiles in

DUED that are centrally peaked. In comparison to the measured

profiles (Figure 5), which are centrally peaked, it appears that

a lowering of the viscosity flux limiter is needed, and that

vfl¼ 1 exaggerates the actual effect of viscosity in the experi-

ments. Thus, the reduction of ion viscosity flux limiter in

DUED has a similar effect on the burn profile shapes as the

inclusion of ion diffusion in LASNEX. (Notably, it is observed

in LASNEX simulations without ion diffusion that the reduction

of ion viscosity flux limiter has a similar impact on the burn

profile shapes as in DUED.) As discussed below, the impact of

these modifications in LASNEX and DUED on other simulated

observables is somewhat different, and this apparent inverse

relationship between viscosity and diffusion as it relates to

the burn profile shape is not yet understood and is currently

under study. This DUED result is a further indication that under

high-Knudsen-number conditions, the usual treatment of ion

transport in mainline hydrodynamic codes is inadequate, sug-

gesting that ion mean free path effects have a substantial

impact.

Overall, these reaction profile results provide further

evidence in support of what was observed previously with

the experimental and simulated yields, where hydrodynamics

codes are unable to capture key physics in high-NK experi-

ments, though they perform more adequately in low-NK

experiments, and that ion diffusion is likely largely

responsible.6 However, while the burn profiles results pre-

sented here corroborate that interpretation, quantitative dif-

ferences between these simulations and the measured

observables beyond the burn profile shape indicate that the

modeling of ion kinetic effects needs further refinement. The

remaining discrepancies are made evident by a comparison

of measured yields to the yields predicted in the different

simulations (Table II). The measured DD yields are obtained

by neutron time of flight (nTOF)43 measurements, while the

D3He yields are measured by wedge range filter (WRF) pro-

ton spectrometers.44 The measured yields inferred from the

PCIS burn profile data (
Ð

4pr2SðrÞdr) are 30–50% lower

than from nTOF and WRF,45 so in this discussion PCIS is

used only for the shape of the burn profiles, but nTOF and

WRFs are used for the total yield.

In the 3.1 mg/cm3 experiment, the inclusion of ion

diffusion or the reduction of ion viscosity has only a small

effect. The ratio of measured to pure-hydrodynamics LASNEX-

simulated yields (the yield-over-simulated, YOS), was 0.54 for

DD yield and 0.93 for D3He yield, for an average YOS of

0.735. The inclusion of ion diffusion altered the average

YOS only slightly, to 0.825, with YOSDD¼ 0.82 and YOSD3He

¼ 0.83. LASNEX-simulated burn-averaged ion temperatures

increased slightly with the inclusion of ion diffusion, from

Ti,DD¼ 9.5 keV to Ti,DD¼ 9.9 keV (averaged over DD reac-

tions) and from Ti,D3He¼ 10.4 keV to Ti,D3He¼ 10.7 keV (aver-

aged over D3He reactions), in comparison to the measured

Ti,DD¼ 12.2 keV and Ti,D3He¼ 14.5 keV. The LASNEX-

simulated burn radii likewise do not change significantly with

the inclusion of ion diffusion, decreasing from R50,DD¼ 78 lm

to R50,DD¼ 73 lm and R50;D3He ¼ 61 lm to R50;D3He ¼ 56 lm,

in comparison to the measured R50,DD¼ 113.6 lm and

R50,D3He¼ 74.4 lm. For DUED, the YOS with vfl¼ 1 was 0.37

for DD yield and 0.59 for D3He yield. With vfl¼ 0.25 in DUED,

the YOS was 0.38 for DD yield and 0.59 for D3He yield. DUED-

simulated burn-averaged ion temperatures and burn radii are

also virtually unchanged with the reduction of ion viscosity,

with Ti,DD¼ 10.1, Ti,D3He¼ 11.9 keV, R50,DD¼ 63 lm

and R50,D3He¼ 47 lm for vfl¼ 1 and Ti,DD¼ 10.1, Ti,D3He

¼ 11.9 keV, R50,DD¼ 62 lm and R50,D3He¼ 47 lm for vfl

¼ 0.25. Even under these hydrodynamic-like conditions, the

models are not able to perfectly capture the implosion condi-

tions, though they appear to be qualitatively correct in total

yield and the overall fusion emission profile.

In contrast, at 0.4 mg/cm3, ion kinetic effects are likely to

be more significant, and the treatment of ion transport effects

has a larger impact in the simulations. Though this modeling

TABLE II. Measured and simulated DD and D3He yields in implosions with 0.4 mg/cm3 and 3.1 mg/cm3 initial D3He gas density. The simulations include

purely hydrodynamics LASNEX (without ion diffusion), LASNEX with ion diffusion, DUED with an ion viscosity flux limiter of vfl¼ 1, and DUED with an ion viscos-

ity flux limiter of vfl¼ 0.25.

Initial gas density
LASNEX yield DUED yield

(mg/cm3) Reaction Measured yield pure hydro w/ion diff. vfl¼ 1 vfl¼ 0.25

0.4 DD 5.48� 109 3.9� 1010 1.1� 109 9.1� 1010 8.2� 1010

D3He 2.33� 1010 1.9� 1011 6.4� 109 5.0� 1011 4.1� 1011

3.1 DD 2.81� 1010 5.2� 1010 3.4� 1010 7.5� 1010 7.4� 1010

D3He 3.41� 1010 3.7� 1010 4.1� 1010 5.8� 1010 5.8� 1010
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better reproduces the experimental results, the comparison of

measured and simulated yields shows that the models imple-

mented in LASNEX and DUED do not fully capture implosion

conditions. Relative to hydrodynamics-only LASNEX simula-

tions, YOSDD¼ 0.14 and YOSD3He¼ 0.12. The inclusion of

ion diffusion alters those quantities to YOSDD¼ 4.98 and

YOSD3He ¼ 3.64. Concurrently, LASNEX-simulated burn-aver-

aged ion temperatures decrease and burn radii increase, from

Ti,DD ¼ 25.5 keV, Ti,D3He¼ 27.3 keV, R50,DD¼ 68 lm,

R50,D3He ¼ 67 lm to Ti,DD¼ 23.6 keV, Ti,D3He¼ 24.8 keV,

R50,DD ¼ 100 lm, R50,D3He¼ 80 lm, in comparison to

the measured Ti,DD¼ 19.3 keV, Ti,D3He¼ 23.1 keV,

R50,DD¼ 77.3 lm, R50,D3He¼ 50.0 lm. The reduction in yield

and altering of the burn profile shape in LASNEX with the inclu-

sion of ion diffusion is largely a consequence of modification

of ion density profiles. In comparison to the measured results,

the classical ion diffusion model in LASNEX overestimates the

reduction in fusion yield, though the surface brightness pro-

files shapes (Figure 7) are qualitatively correct. Though the

reduction of ion viscosity in DUED has a significant impact on

fusion emissivity profile shapes (Figure 8), it has only a mod-

est impact on the fusion yields. For vfl¼ 1 in DUED,

YOSDD¼ 0.06 and YOSD3He¼ 0.05; for vfl¼ 0.25 in DUED,

YOSDD¼ 0.07 and YOSD3He¼ 0.06. Similarly, other observ-

ables beyond the burn profile are not strongly affected by the

reduction of ion viscosity in DUED, from Ti,DD¼ 31.1 keV,

Ti,D3He ¼ 33.4 keV, R50,DD¼ 62 lm, R50,D3He¼ 60 lm

with vfl¼ 1, to Ti,DD¼ 29.1 keV, Ti,D3He¼ 31.1 keV,

R50,DD¼ 49 lm, R50,D3He ¼ 48 lm with vfl¼ 0.25. (In LASNEX,

the reduction of vfl from 1 to 0.25 has a somewhat greater

effect, increasing yields by of order� 50% while increasing

the ion temperature by� 10% and decreasing the burn radius

by� 10%.) Thus, while the crude treatment of ion mean free

path effects through the inclusion of ion diffusion in LASNEX

and the reduction of ion viscosity in DUED more accurately

capture fusion burn profile shapes and qualitatively represent

some of the ion transport processes occurring in these implo-

sions, quantitative discrepancies (e.g., in the yields) show that

further theoretical refinement is needed to accurately treat

these effects. This is a particularly salient illustration of the

value of one-dimensional profile information, which shows

significant variation based on different ion viscosity modeling

in DUED in a way that the zero-dimensional integrated yield

does not reflect.

Notably, the burn profile and yield data indicate that ion

diffusion affects DD reactions more strongly than D3He

reactions, suggesting that deuterium ions are diffusing out-

ward relative to 3He ions toward the cooler regions of the

fuel and also across the fuel-shell interface more rapidly than
3He ions. This makes sense, given that deuterium has a mean

free path a factor of 3.3 longer than 3He, and it could be an

indication of species separation effects.19 Knudsen layer

effects, which would impact D ions more strongly than 3He

ions, may also be responsible. The difference in behavior

between DD and D3He burn profile results is especially evi-

dent in the data at 3.1 mg/cm3, where ion diffusion appears

to affect the DD profile (Figure 7(b)) more strongly than

the D3He profile (Figure 7(d)). In comparison to the

hydrodynamics-only simulation, the relative magnitude of

the DD and D3He profiles in the LASNEX simulation including

diffusion is in better agreement with the relative magnitudes

of the DD and D3He profiles in the experimental data. The

yield data indicate directly how ion diffusion brings the

YOSDD and YOSD3He with respect to LASNEX into better

agreement with each other, from YOSDD¼ 0.54 and

YOSD3He¼ 0.93 to YOSDD¼ 0.82 and YOSD3He¼ 0.83. Thus,

ion diffusion is able to eliminate the disparity between

YOSDD and YOSD3He in hydro-only LASNEX. This result sug-

gests that diffusion-related ion species separation is affecting

the high-density experiments, as has been observed in sepa-

rate but similar experiments,19 and is likely affecting the

low-density experiments as well.

In general, the use of burn profile measurements is criti-

cal in constraining modeling uncertainties and resolving dis-

crepancies between different simulations. Additionally, these

results motivate further development of kinetic-based models

that can be compared to detailed data such as these spatially

resolved fusion emission measurements. In addition to prob-

ing strongly kinetic-like conditions, it would also be interest-

ing to compare simulated burn profiles to measurements of

implosions at extremely low Knudsen number, such as was

achieved in an indirectly-driven exploding pusher implosion

at the NIF.23 This implosion at NK� 0.01, whose yield

results (YOC� 1) are shown in Figure 1, produced

extremely good agreement with the hydro-simulated yield,

ion temperature, and other integrated quantities. It may be

expected that hydrodyamic simulations could capture to very

high accuracy the one-dimensional profile of fusion emission

in this strongly hydrodynamic-like implosion.

In future experiments, an important complementary

measurement that will be obtained is the profile of x-ray

emission in the hot fuel region. Previous studies have shown

correlations between the x-ray and nuclear emission profiles

and spatial extent,29 and such x-ray measurements may cor-

roborate the interpretation of the nuclear data. In the present

experiments, x-ray emission predominantly from the cooler

shell region was imaged, so a direct comparison cannot be

made.

Future directions for the investigation of ion kinetic

effects in shock-driven implosions will include the develop-

ment of a streaked PCIS system for time-resolved measure-

ments of fusion burn profiles. Such data will be critical in

constraining implosion models in a more detailed manner

than with the existing time-integrated measurements. In par-

ticular, it may be possible to extract time-dependent, spa-

tially resolved information about ion density and ion

temperature, to observe how kinetic ion transport effects

such as ion diffusion or Knudsen layer tail ion depletion alter

the profiles of those quantities over the duration of the reac-

tion history. As the ratio of DD to D3He reactions is a strong

function of the ion center-of-mass (CM) energy (or ion tem-

perature in a Maxwellian plasma),46 if the relative concentra-

tion of D and 3He ions is known, the ratio of DD-p to D3He-

p emissivity may be used to infer profiles of ion CM energy.

The use of time-integrated reaction profile measurements

described above is a first step in the application of the PCIS

technique, inferring the cumulative impact of ion diffusion.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, spatially resolved measurements of fusion

reactions have been used to explore the impact of kinetic ion

transport mechanisms, such as ion diffusion, in shock-driven

ICF implosions where the ion mean free path approaches the

size of the fuel region. Hydrodynamic models excluding ion

diffusive effects have failed to capture the centrally peaked

shape of measured DD and D3He burn profiles for implo-

sions where the Knudsen number is NK� 3, while a model

that incorporates classical ion diffusion produces burn pro-

files in better qualitative agreement with the measurements.

A reduction of ion viscosity, a different modification of ion

transport modeling, has a similar effect. In implosions char-

acterized by shorter ion mean free paths and a Knudsen num-

ber of NK� 0.3, ion diffusion has a smaller effect and purely

hydrodynamic models reasonably match the experimental

results. Thus, these results provide further evidence of the

nature and magnitude of ion kinetic effects in greater detail

than can be achieved through spatially integrated measure-

ments such as the fusion yield. Quantitative discrepancies

between measured and simulated yield results, in spite of the

qualitative agreement between measured and simulated burn

profile shapes, illustrate that further refinement of ion kinetic

models is necessary to completely capture the experimental

conditions. Additional future work aims to produce measure-

ments that are simultaneously time-resolved and spatially

resolved, so to observe the time evolution of fusion burn pro-

files and infer the real-time impact of ion kinetic effects.
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APPENDIX A: INFERRING BURN PROFILES FROM
PENUMBRAL IMAGES

As discussed in Sec. II, the radial profile of nuclear burn

is studied in spherical implosions. This approach and its

application to OMEGA data have been described and used in

Refs. 27 and 29 with slightly different terminology. The

modeling described in those references was restricted to

centrally-peaked burn profiles, since all of the data fell into

that class, but since some of the simulations prepared for this

work predicted hollow profiles the original family has been

extended to include hollow burn profiles.31

The analysis is accomplished by forward fitting of the

family of source profiles shown in Figure 3 and described in

Sec. II, defined by the three parameters p (“peakedness,” for

shape), R50 (median burn radius, for size), and S0 (a multi-

plier, for the yield). For reference, the mathematical forms of

these profiles are described below by Eqs. (A1)–(A3). For

computational simplicity used here is a different size param-

eter, r0, but after the best-fit parameters are determined the

more physical size parameter R50 is calculated from the

result. The best fit to the data is found with a v2 analysis that

also provides the parameter uncertainties.

If p > 0; S rð Þ ¼ S0e
� r

r0ð Þ
2
p

; (A1)

If p ¼ 0; SðrÞ ¼ 0; for r > r0;
S0; for r � r0;

�
(A2)

If p < 0; S rð Þ ¼
0; for r > r0;

S0 2� ae
�b r

r0ð Þ
2

h ic

; for r � r0;

(

(A3)

where a¼ 1� p, b¼ ln(1� p), and c¼ 2 for� 1< p< 0; and

a¼ 2, b¼ ln(2), and c¼�2 p for< p<�1.

The measured radial derivative of proton fluence in the

PCIS images (shifted to the penumbral region and scaled by

the PCIS magnification) and the best-fit emissivity profiles

forward fit to the measured data are shown in Figure 9. For

both DD-p and D3He-p data at both 0.4 mg/cm3 and 3.1 mg/

cm3, the forward-fit emissivity profiles reasonably match the

experimental data to within measurement uncertainty, with a

reduced v2 of 1.32, 1.13, 1.10, and 2.85 for the data in

Figures 9(a)–9(d), respectively. These results illustrate that

the best fit profiles shown in Figure 5 are an appropriate in-

ference of the experimental spatial burn profiles.

APPENDIX B: BURN PROFILE RESULTS IN
COMPARISON TO OTHER SIMULATIONS

The comparison of fusion burn profile results from addi-

tional simulations to the measured burn profiles further

demonstrates the value of these data in constraining various

simulations and interpreting experimental results.

HYADES-simulated profiles of DD and D3He reactions,

though they exhibit significant qualitative differences relative

to the previously shown LASNEX and DUED picture, roughly

corroborate the discrepancies of burn profile shape relative to

the data at lower initial gas densities. The simulated profiles

at 0.4 mg/cm3 and 3.1 mg/cm3 are shown in Figure 10. At

0.4 mg/cm3, the profiles are fairly flat, in contrast to the meas-

ured profiles, which are centrally peaked. Thus, in HYADES

(with artificial viscosity only), as well as LASNEX and DUED

(with physical ion viscosity), the predicted profiles at low

density are too strongly weighted to the outer regions of the

fuel. These results likely indicate the impact in the experi-

ment of ion diffusion or other kinetic effects, which inhibit

reactions near the fuel-shell interface. At 3.1 mg/cm3, the

HYADES-simulated profiles are centrally peaked, in qualitative

agreement with the measured results. Again, it is expected

that at higher initial gas density, with NK� 0.3, ion kinetic
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effects are less significant and hydrodynamic models can

more accurately capture the implosion dynamics and fusion

production.

RIK-simulated surface brightness profiles of DD-p and

D3He-p emission for the implosion with 0.4 mg/cm3 initial

gas density, shown in Figure 11, confirm how ion kinetic

processes are able to produce centrally peaked burn profiles.

The profile shapes can be compared to measured and LASNEX-

simulated surface brightness profiles in Figure 7. The RIK

model, which includes ion diffusion and Knudsen-layer

reduction of fusion reactivity, predicts centrally-peaked burn

profiles in qualitative agreement with the LASNEX with ion

diffusion model and also in qualitative agreement with the

experimental results.

The measured burn profile sizes (R50) and yields as a

function of initial gas density are compared to the predictions

of hydrodynamic and RIK simulations in Figure 12. These

results show discrepancies between the hydrodynamic

models and the data, which shed light on the inability of

hydrodynamic models to capture key ion kinetic mechanisms

that become important in the low-density experiments.

While the measurements show a trend of increasing burn ra-

dius with increasing gas density, the HYADES simulations ex-

hibit a maximum in predicted burn radius in the middle of

the density range, falling off at both high density and low

density. The DUED simulations (with ion viscosity, vfl¼ 1)

show a flat trend. For both HYADES and DUED, the predicted

R50 are smaller than the experimental values at high density,

likely indicating a weaker convergence or a weaker ion tem-

perature peak near the origin in the experiment than is pre-

dicted by the hydrodynamic codes. An unphysical

temperature spike near the origin in hydrodynamic simula-

tions will unduly weight the simulated reaction profile to

smaller radii and skew the simulated R50 lower relative to

what occurs in the experiments. At low initial gas density,

the hydro-simulated DR50 differ significantly from what is

observed experimentally. The experimental results show a

larger burn region for DD reactions than for D3He reactions,

FIG. 9. Measured derivative of proton

fluence (dN/dR, where N is the proton

fluence and R is the radius in the pro-

ton fluence image) at the penumbra of

the raw PCIS image, summed over the

azimuthal angle, for (a)-(b) DD-p

(blue) and (c)-(d) D3He-p (red) in

shock-driven implosions filled with

(a),(c) 0.4 mg/cm3 D3He gas, in the ki-

netic regime, and (b), (d) 3.1 mg/cm3

D3He gas, in the hydrodynamic-like

regime. The horizontal axis has been

shifted and scaled to highlight the

penumbral region, based the magnifi-

cation M (the ratio of aperture-to-de-

tector distance to implosion-to-

aperture distance) and the aperture ra-

dius Ra. The vertical axis is scaled by

the same constant factor in each plot,

related to the magnification factor. The

vertical black lines represent measure-

ment uncertainty and the solid lines

represent the best fit to those profiles.

The uncertainty, mostly statistical, is

larger at negative scaled radii (towards

the center of the penumbral image),

where the slope of the proton fluence is

flatter.

FIG. 10. HYADES-simulated profiles of

DD and D3He fusion emission, for

implosions with initial gas densities of

(a) 0.4 mg/cm3 (left) and (b) 3.1 mg/

cm3 (right).
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while HYADES and DUED predict a negligible DR50. This

discrepancy is likely the result of ion diffusion or similar

long-mean-free-path mechanisms, which allow for D ions to

reach larger radii than 3He ions. This effect does not appear

to be captured in the RIK model, which accounts for ion

diffusion and Knudsen layer reduction of fusion reactivity,

and shows only a modest DR50 at low density. The value of

the burn radii at low initial gas density in HYADES and DUED

appears to be in good overall agreement with the experimen-

tal values, though in both cases there is a factor of 10–100

difference between the measured and simulated yields. In

contrast, the RIK model predicts quite accurately the total

DD and D3He yields, but appears to underestimate by almost

a factor of 2 the magnitude of the burn radii. This discrep-

ancy is likely the consequence of the predicted escape of

fuel ions, which allows for a greatly reduced fuel density and

increased shell convergence. For DD reactions, RIK approxi-

mately captures the monotonic trend of increasing R50 with

increasing initial gas density. Additionally, as mentioned

earlier, the LASNEX with ion diffusion simulations predict

R50,DD¼ 100 lm and R50,D3He¼ 80 lm at 0.4 mg/cm3 and

R50,DD¼ 83 lm and R50,D3He¼ 68 lm at 3.1 mg/cm3. This

trend of R50 with initial gas density is opposite to that in the

data, and this discrepancy may reflect the diffusion model

overestimating the transport of fuel ions, as evidenced also

by this simulation overestimating the reduction in fusion

yield, at 0.4 mg/cm3. These simulations will continue to be

explored, and burn profile measurements such as those pre-

sented here offer a powerful constraint on implosion model-

ing and provide guidance on improvement of kinetic models

such as those included in the RIK simulations.
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